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Lucky Luke makes the acquaintance of Ma Dalton at Cactus Junction, and he quickly realizes that

the saying, 'like mother, like son' has never been so true! Ma is regarded as an eccentric and

amusing old lady; for example, she holds up the shopkeepers as she does her shopping. But

everything changes when her sons escape from prison and Joe Dalton passes himself off as his

mother and starts holding up banks in the area. Lucky Luke, always on the watch, follows the trail of

the Dalton family, thanks to Rin tin can...
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Graphic novels or Les BD (bandes dessinÃ©es)! In Europe, they go mad for them! They call it "the

9th Art." Every year, a thriving international festival takes place at AngoulÃªme (France) to celebrate

graphic novels, a popular art form as well respected as any literary genre. In fact, there are all kinds

of BD for both adults and children. They are available everywhere from the village bookshop to the

supermarket via cultural media stores like La FNAC or Virgin. Conscious that the English reading

public at large was not properly aware of BD, and out of admiration for the work of Goscinny (the

author of Asterix), we decided to start with another of his characters: Lucky Luke. Lucky Luke is this



super cool cowboy who, with his wisecracking horse Jolly Jumper, protects the population West of

the Mississippi from the exaction of all kinds of villains, some real (The Daltons, Jesse James) and

some invented. The stories, always well researched, combine fact, fiction and humorous send off

with a refreshing lack of political correctness. So far, we have published seven titles titles - Calamity

Jane, Jesse James, Dalton City, The Tenderfoot, Ma Dalton, Western Circus and The Dashing

White Cowboy. In total, there are over 60 Lucky Luke titles. An amazing success story worldwide for

the last 50 years, there are 250 million Lucky Luke books in print in over 26 languages worldwide.

From our research, the ecstatic response to the BD by British children proved beyond any doubt

that these books deserve to be read by English speakers and that English speaking children

deserve the opportunity to read them. Glo'worm sets out to give them this opportunity. --This text

refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

I am using the comics to learn english,both Asterix (more sophisticatd language,Lucky Luke more

everyday's language).The comics always arrived in perfect conditions and in the due time.

Good Book

no issues grandson loves

a very nice book

Good book, brought back memories of my childhood

Very good

An other excellent Lucky Luke adventure... the graphics as always are above par. But thats what we

have come to expect of Morris & Goscinny. 40 minutes of sheer reading pleasure.

Ever thought about the fact that The Daltons must have had a Mom?Here in Europe the creative

team of Morris and Goscinny have millions of fans (sadly, both have passed away). Goscinny also

wrote and together with Uderzo developed the Asterix series.Well, just for a second imagine the

Daltons were as stupid as stupid goes. That they always get caught and end up in prison. That they

a.l.w.a.y.s. find a way to escape, and that there is Lucky Luke, the man who shoots faster than his



shadow.So, what's this (comic - in the truest sense of the word)book about?Well, as I said, once

again the Daltons escaped and are being chased by Lucky Luke. In an unexpected flash of

intelligence, Joe Dalton, the smallest of the gang, has the idea to dress up as their beloved mother.

They hide at her place and start a series of bank robberies the West has not seen before...But don't

worry, as always, everything is going to be all right in the end...If you want a lesson on how to raise

your kids you should read this, as should they. And all the others of course.A great start for those

who never heard of Lucky Luke.
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